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Flin Solar Monitoring System 
 

Wi-Fi module enables wireless communication between Flin Inverters and 
our monitoring platform. Once you connect the module with inverter using 
communication cable and install the app for it, you can view the operations 
of the inverter as well as change any settings or parameters as required 
through the mobile phone. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Informational Snapshots 
By collecting information from inverters such as status 
and performance, Flin Solar Monitoring System makes 
the long-term monitoring of PV systems super-
efficient. Using basic information snap shot on your 
mobile phone, you can quickly & easily track many key 
parameters such as Battery capacity, PV input power, 
Output load percent etc. 

 

 Monitor Solar Solutions Anywhere 

Check status, performance, manage and monitor your Flin Solar Inverter data remotely anytime 

through phone app. 

 

 Change Settings of inverter 

Using the phone app you can easily change the settings of the inverter as required from anywhere. 

  

 Prompt Alarm Notification 

Get notified immediately on mobile phones in-case of any events such as grid failure etc. 

 

 Check historical data through the app 

Easily check inverter history data from your phone. 
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Parameter Setting 
You can now easily change the parameters and 
settings in the inverter using Flin monitoring system 
app. Settings like Output settings, Battery Parameters, 
LED setting, Time Zone Settings and more can be 
altered at your fingertips from anywhere in the world. 

    

Overview 
Smart graphic interface informs you about the solar 
power generation*, monitors the running mode of 
your solar system and also notifies you of any system 
fault / error. This feature keeps you updated about the 
overall health of the system, in turn for you to make 
use the Flin solar inverters smartly! 
 
*kWH data only available for selected models only 

 
 
 
 


